
 

INNSIDE Düsseldorf Hafen



 

The INNSIDE Düsseldorf Hafen is located in the stunning "Colorium", a

symbol of the new cultural district of Düsseldorf Media Harbour.

The hotel dazzles with modern design: 62 meters tall, 134 rooms on 17

floors, making it one of the tallest and most prominent buildings on the

Düsseldorf skyline, and a unique façade composed of 2,000 glass panels

attracting the attention of one and all.

The Hotel



 

The hotel provides 134 modern rooms and suites with exquisite interior

design.

 
Equipped with a comfortable double bed (queen / king size) or two single

beds dressed with superior bed linen, they also have individually controlled air

conditioning / heating, work space with free Wi-Fi internet, 40 /42 inch LCD

TV, safe large enough for laptop, minibar, as well as a modern designer

bathroom with panoramic rain shower.

Rooms & Suites



 

The VIEW SKYLOUNGE & BAR has a fabulous view of Düsseldorf from the

16th floor.

It is a place to be for cosmopolitan guest from all over the world. Experience

an exclusive club atmosphere of pure design.

Restaurants & Bars



 

The hotel offers multi-functional facilities for exclusive meetings, events

(social, fashion, beauty…) and incentive groups in an innovative and modern

atmosphere.

It provides 2 meeting rooms measuring 133 m² and with maximum capacity

for up to 80 people. Well-lit and air conditioned rooms, overlooking the

Rhine and with high speed Wi-Fi internet.

Meetings & Events



 

Service & Facilities

Service:

24-hour reception•
Room service•
24 hour wake-up calls•
Free high speed Wi-Fi internet•
Laundry and ironing service•
Currency exchange•
German and international press•
Pillow menu (selection of different pillows)•

Facilities:

THE VIEW Skylounge & Bar on the 16th floor•
2 meeting rooms (one measuring 62 m2 and 71 m2) with

maximum capacity for up to 100 people

•



 

Destination Information

The capital of the state of North-Rhine-Westphalia

(Germany), is a modern, cultural, open and cosmopolitan city,

famous for its carnivals and its highly fermented Altbier.

The charm of Düsseldorf is due to the roots of its pompous

past as capital of the German Empire, evident in each of the

buildings that makes it one of the most attractive cities in the

country.
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